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A grout splice consists of a 
cylindrical shaped coupler made of 
metal and a Portland cement based 
non-shrink, high-early-strength 
grout material.

NMB Splice Sleeve Filling grout

What are grout splices?



 Grout splices are reinforcing bar 
splices specially designed for the 
connection of structural precast 
concrete units.

 They were invented by
an American structure  
engineer, Dr. Alfred A.    
Yee in Hawaii in the 
early 1970’s.

 Grout splices were used for the 
first time in the construction of a 
38-story precast concrete 
building, the Ala Moana Hotel in 
Honolulu, Hawaii.

PCI Journal Volume 18, No.3 May-June 1973
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What are grout splices?

rebar cage with grout splices

precast column
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Mechanical splices requirements

Class SA: The strength, rigidity and ductility are almost 

equivalent to those of the rebars to joint.

Class A: The strength and rigidity are almost equivalent, but the 

ductility is slightly inferior to the rebars to connect.

Class B; The strength and rigidity are almost equivalent, but 

other characteristics are inferior to the rebars to connect

Class C; The strength, rigidity etc. are inferior to the rebars to 

connect

Rebar Joint Performance Evaluation Standard（1982）

updated in 2000, The Building Center of Japan



 Grout splices are the only 

mechanical splices 

qualified as class SA splices 

in Japan

Mechanical splices requirements



Mechanical splices requirements

(1) Monotonic tensile test      0 → σy0 → failure

(2) Repeated tensile test       0 → (0.02σy0 ↔ 0.95σy0) → failure

↑30 times

(3) Elastic cyclic test            0 → (0.95σy0 ↔ ―0.5σy0) → failure

↑20 times

(4) Plastic cyclic test            0 → (2εy ↔ ―0.5σ0) → (5εy ↔ ―0.5σ0) → failure

↑4times ↑4times

σy0：specified yield strength of the rebar

εy: yield strain of the grout splice assembly at yield stress

Requirements for class SA splices

1- high performance 



Mechanical splices requirements

(3) Elastic cyclic test            0 → (0.95σy0 ↔ ―0.5σy0) → failure

↑20 times

(4) Plastic cyclic test            0 → (2εy ↔ ―0.5σ0) → (5εy ↔ ―0.5σ0) → failure

↑4times ↑4times

required tensile strength   σb＞1.35σy0 or   σb＞σb0

residual slip                      elastic area 20c δs ≦ 0.3㎜
plastic area  4c δs ≦0.3㎜ and δs 8c ≦ 0.9mm

failure mode                     bar break

σy0：specified yield strength of the rebar

εy: yield strain of the grout splice assembly at yield stress

20c δs, 4c δs 8c δs: residual slip after 20 or 4 or 8 load cycles

Requirements for class SA splices

1- high performance 
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Mechanical splices requirements

Requirements for class SA splices

2 - submission of performance mock-up tests 

results to prove high resistance during earthquakes

Conduction of performance mock-up test

- minimum 1/3 scale mock-up test

- shall use actual mechanical splices

- applied load shall be as an emulation of an 

earthquake

NMB Splice Sleeve mock-up results evaluated for class SA recognition

columns 58 pieces, beams 12 pieces, walls 82 pieces total of 152 precast 

concrete units 



Mechanical splices requirements

Requirements for SA class splices

3 – Design Guidelines

4 – Grouting Procedure’s Instruction Manual

Design Guidelines contents

Scope of application of grout splices

List of existing standards to follow

Additional information necessary to consider during design

Rebars, grout splices, grout’s scope of specifications 

Grouting Procedure’s Instruction Manual contents

Quality control system

Recommend tool and equipment

Quality control check lists

Quality control test criteria

Training sessions for grouting work team 

members and leaders



Mechanical splices requirements

Requirements for SA class splices

3 - Design Guidelines

4 - Grouting Procedure’s Instructions
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 Project name:  new development in Tokyo area (multistory 

 condominium, private project) 

 Total period: September 2010～July 2012

 Structure: RC & S 23 stories, 1 underground story

1 penthouse condominium（201 flats）

B1～2F：cast in place

2F～23F・PH：precast

Building area: 3,000 m2

Total floor space: 20,000 m2

RC-full PCa building construction example



Splice Sleeve Japan, Ltd. Splice Sleeve Japan, Ltd.

RC-full PCa building construction example



Precast concrete units

RC-full PCa building construction example



Precast concrete units

RC-full PCa building construction example



Precast concrete units

RC-full PCa building construction example



Precast column’s erection

RC-full PCa building construction example



column/column joint sealing

（sealing method: high strength low-flowable 
grout, grouting Sleeve schedule to be 
conducted the next day）

Precast column / column connections

RC-full PCa building construction example



Precast column / column connections

RC-full PCa building construction example



Beam / beam connection’s location

RC-full PCa building construction example



Precast column/beam connection grouting

RC-full PCa building construction example



High rise building
56 stories, Tokyo

High rise building
100 stories, Australia

High rise building
53 stories, Tokyo

High-rise buildings



 “The new vertical support 
technique was designed to 
overcome a difficulty in joining 
precast units. Designers and 
builders are continually working 
on new joinery for structural 
precast units that will provide 
continuity at minimum cost. This 
new technique appears to be a 
promising one. ”

PCI Journal Volume 18, No3   
May-June 1973
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